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No More Scanning in 
Finale…
“When we offered a preview of our plans to modernize [scanning], 
we sparked a larger discussion about rights. Musicians from all 
walks of life  –  from individuals to major publishers  –  expressed 
concern over the publishing consequences that could result from 
significantly improved scanning technology. We take rights very 
seriously. We explored enhanced restrictions as a possible 
solution, but ultimately decided that any restriction has the 
potential for abuse. Instead, we’ve decided to refocus this 
technology for the future and apply it in such a way that it can be 
stretched and pushed while simultaneously safeguarding 
musicians’ rights [SmartMusic]. While we’re eager to share more 
on this, the next Finale will not include scanning capabilities.”



Why Scan?
Convert paper music to digital sheet music (PDF)


Convert paper music to digital notation


You may need to do both


There are copyright considerations which we will discuss 
later.


That said, there are many legitimate reasons to scan music.



Paper to Digital Sheet Music (PDF)

Choose your 
equipment 

wisely



Industrial Photocopier

Issues:


Non-cropped scanning


Image quality issues 
(greyscale)


Speed (page by page)



Flatbed Scanner (or All-In-One)

Issue:


Speed



Camera Phones
Issues:


Light issues


Page warping


Edge detection


Size of files (connected to 
size of original image 
converted to PDF)


Try Scanner Pro



In a pinch…

In a pinch, those methods (industrial photocopier, 
flatbed scanner, or mobile phone) will work.


There are better solutions for high-quality, smaller 
size, permanent scans.


A general rule of thumb: Scan once.   
(TIO: Touch It Once)



<8.5” x 11”
Portable duplex sheet-fed scanner


Canon P-215ii ($250). This has 
been around a while!


Fast 

Great quality


Multi-use (photos, too)


Auto-cropping (software)


Portable


How much is your time worth?



>8.5” x 11”

Multiple solutions


Fujitsu Scan Snap SV600 ($600) 
[Add a non-reflective plexiglass 
sheet]


Oversize duplex ADF, such as the 
Epson WorkForce DS-60000 
($2400)


onedollarscan.com

http://onedollarscan.com


When scanning
Choral Octavos: cut folded edge (pianists want one of 
these anyway)


Name logically: Title Composer Arranger Voicing [Choir] 
Level [Band]


300 dpi, Black and White or Line Art.  NOT greyscale!


Save into specific folders.  Choir: voicing.  Band/
Orchestra: Grade Level (if solo and ensemble, instrument)


If using an ADF, always check the number of pages after 
the scan!



More tips
Choral music: edit (Mac: Use Preview), remove cover 
and blank pages, move composer biographical 
materials and program notes to the end of the song [you 
want to get right into music when it is digitally stored]


Save work in at least two places. Have a back-up 
strategy


Put items you need in the “Cloud” (Dropbox, Google 
Drive, iCloud Drive).


Open with any number of apps.  iOS has the best and 
most options.



Video: Scanning <8.5" x 11"



Video: Scanning >8.5" x 11"



Paper to Digital Notation
Goal is to scan from sheet music to a program 
such as Finale, Sibelius, MuseScore, or Notion.


The “container” for transmission is usually 
MusicXML


Two methods


Obtain a PDF


Use an app



Method 1: Use PDF

Obtain PhotoScore Ultimate from Neutron 
($249)


Open PDF, allow PhotoScore to interpret


Save resulting file as a MusicXML


Open MusicXML in digital notation 
software of your choice


SmartScore X2 has improved greatly



It’s a long shot, but…

If you have a PDF that wasn’t a 
scan but was a file generated by 
a notation package (e.g. many 
files on CPDL), you can try to 
use PDFtoMusicPro by Myriad 
Software ($200).


If you scanned your music, this 
won’t work.



And a NEW solution

Sheet Music Scanner


$4 iOS App


Does not recognize all elements (yet) such as 
triplets


Opens PDFs up to 20 pages.


Now exports as a Music XML file



“Thank you for making us aware of the Music 
Scanner App.  I got the app less than half an hour 
ago and I am now playing a piano rehearsal track in 
Notion for an SATB song I'm trying to pull off with all 
students in grades 7-12 (ambitious I know).  I still 
have a little editing, but this will be a game changer 
for me.  I will be much more likely to actually make 
tracks for kids.”



Method 2: Page by Page 
with an App

Purchase NotateMe on Android or iOS ($40)


Purchase the PhotoScore in-app purchase ($30)


Take pictures of each page.  Make sure to have 
good lighting, and if Android, at least a 5MP 
camera (newer vs. older)


iPhones work, too, sometimes better!  (Better 
camera


Export as a MusicXML file


Open and edit in your favorite notation program



Regardless of method…
There will always be things to edit from the scan


The less clear the notation, the worse the scan


Complicated scores have less success


Percussion notation just doesn’t scan correctly


I find lyrics to be troublesome…and I want lyrics in 
digital music (this is a change for me from my 
past)



More thoughts…
Don’t forget about existing websites for public domain music 
(CPDL, IMSLP, PDF Band Music Library)


Copyright:


You can make an archival copy


You can convert a personal copy to digital


1:1 digital copying is against copyright law.  If you choose to do 
so, make sure you have a paper copy of the music for every 
digital copy.  This is important until the publishers all offer digital 
music for sale  (Existing digital music—which often costs MORE
—is required to be printed out or used in a proprietary app).


A few publishers are making music available via PDF



More thoughts…
Copyright


There is an odd reluctance to digitize music 
while photocopying (and other violations os 
copyright) remains rampant


Editing of a song, even for voicing, is against 
copyright


Start with your current music—what you need.  
How do you eat an elephant?



MusicXML to Newzik (app)


Arranging/editing/re-voicing (Copyright considerations)


Accompaniment or rehearsal files (I use Notion)


Elimination of storage


Ease of distribution/collection


No more lost music!


Organization


Green Note/Red Note Programs

Additional uses of digital music



Additional uses of digital music
Less paper!


Touch-free page turning (AirTurn)


Performances in poor lighting (pit orchestra)


Outdoor performances (wind)


Reduces risk of loss due to “Acts of God” (termites, floods, fire)


Accessibility (impaired sight, independence for disabled musicians)


Mirroring


Digital annotation, linking of audio, recording, and more (Music 
Reading Apps)


Life is better with a 12.9” iPad





Are you interested in this 
type of content?

Paul Shimmons and I started a new project:


Music Education & Technology Podcast 

(MET Podcast) 

Free on iTunes and SoundCloud



Questions?

You can find me at:

techinmusiced.com

http://techinmusiced.com

